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cell populations based on combinations of 
membrane protein expression levels and 
to isolate single cells for gene expression 
and transplantation assays.

In the last 30 years FACS has enabled 
the identification and purification of a 
variety of cell types, including stem cells 
in tissues and tumors. Recent advances 
include phospho-specific antibodies that 
enable measurement of phosphorylation 
states in multiple proteins, thus making 
it possible to monitor signaling networks 
in thousands of single cells6. Another 
variation combines flow cytometry with 
mass spectrometry by attaching specially 
designed multiatom elemental tags to 
antibodies in place of fluorescent labels. 
This can increase the number of measur-
able markers by overcoming the limita-
tions that arise from the spectral overlap 
between signals from different fluores-
cent labels and represents an exciting new 
avenue of research, although as generally 
practiced flow cytometry is still limited by 
the requirement of having antibodies to 
the target of interest7.

the consequences of noise
In bacterial colonies, genetically identi-
cal cells have considerable phenotypic 
variability. This variability, also referred 
to as ‘noise’, arises from the intrinsic sto-
chastic nature of biochemical processes 
regulated by a small number of molecules 
as well as from extrinsic sources such as 
the cell cycle8. Noise in gene expression 
has been a popular area of research whose 
full treatment is beyond the scope of this 
paper, which we will summarize by saying 
that even ‘boring’ housekeeping genes in 

molecules in fixed cells or tissue sections1, 
and fluorescent fusion proteins have revo-
lutionized the ability to measure protein 
dynamics in living cells2. These methods 
generally allow one to measure a hand-
ful of gene products in each sample for 
a moderate number of cells. Laser cap-
ture microdissection enables extraction 
of single cells from specific locations in 
sectioned tissue samples3. Patch-clamp 
techniques can be used to record elec-
trophysiological signals from single live 
neurons, and subsequent aspiration of 
intracellular contents for gene expression 
profiling provides a connection between 
physiological and molecular characteris-
tics of single cells4.

The throughput of single-cell analysis 
was radically improved by the invention 
of flow cytometry fluorescence-activated 
cell sorting (FACS) in the 1970s, and this 
approach is now widely used for single-cell 
measurements in medicine and biology5. 
Briefly, cells are suspended in a narrow 
liquid stream such that they pass single-
file through the path of multiple laser 
beams, each of a different wavelength. 
Optical detectors convert fluorescent light 
emitted from each cell into an electrical 
signal. Often the cells are labeled with flu-
orescent antibodies to specific membrane 
proteins. Based on the intensity of signal 
emitted at different wavelengths, the cells 
can be analyzed one by one for various 
properties such as size, granularity and 
expression of membrane-bound proteins. 
Flow cytometers and cell sorters can pro-
cess thousands of single cells per hour and 
can analyze up to 18 protein markers at a 
time. They can be used to purify subsets of 

In 1839, Jakob Schleiden and Theodor 
Schwann formulated the ‘cell theory’ 
according to which cells are the basic 
structural and functional units of liv-
ing organisms, from bacteria to animals 
and plants. Shortly thereafter, Rudolph 
Virchow extended this theory to state that 
new cells are formed from existing cells by 
cell division, and that tissues are formed by 
cell multiplication. Consequently, much 
effort has been devoted to developing 
measurement technology that allows one 
to interrogate biology in single cells. Here 
we will discuss approaches that enable  
single-cell analysis, both at the level of gene 
expression and by genome sequencing.

Brief history of single-cell analysis
Throughout its history, cell biology 
has been dependent on technological 
advances. The first of these, the invention 
of the microscope and the development 
of staining methods, permitted both tis-
sues and individual cells to be viewed. 
Modern techniques provide more quanti-
tative measures by combining molecular 
labeling with computational analysis of 
optical micrographs in a variety of pow-
erful combinations: antibody staining of 
proteins allows a direct measure of gene 
expression products, RNA fluorescence 
in situ hybridization can be used for the 
sensitive detection and counting of RNA 
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Methods for genomic analysis at single-cell resolution enable new understanding of complex 
biological phenomena. Single-cell techniques, ranging from flow cytometry and microfluidics to 
PCR and sequencing, are used to understand the cellular composition of complex tissues, find new 
microbial species and perform genome-wide haplotyping.
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in normal solid tissues and tumors. This 
approach is powerful because we can 
use the genes both to classify cells into  
subpopulations and simultaneously to 
interrogate the fundamental biological 
properties of those subpopulations17.

Single-cell measurements often require 
precise counting of small numbers of mol-
ecules. Digital PCR is a method to count 
DNA or RNA molecules by limiting dilu-
tion; the sample is partitioned into many 
small isolated chambers such that each 
chamber is expected to contain on average 
one molecule or less18. A PCR occurs in 
each chamber, and the presence or absence 
of product is detected by a fluorescence sig-
nal. The total number of molecules is then 
estimated by counting chambers with prod-
ucts. Because of their capacity for minia-
turization and parallelization, microfluidic 
chips are ideal for realization of digital PCR. 
For example, Warren et al.19 counted the 
number of Sfpi1 (also known as PU.1) tran-
scripts encoding the low-copy transcrip-
tion factor PU.1 and the high-abundance 
metabolic gene Gapdh in single cells sorted 
by FACS from hematopoietic cell lineages. 
These measurements showed that cells in 
the common myeloid progenitor compart-
ment had large variation in Sfpi1 expres-
sion and suggested that this heterogeneity 
is related to their committed differentiation 
to distinct cell fates19.

Microarrays, developed in the 1990s, 
can be used to measure the expression 
of thousands of genes but usually require 
1–2 μg of mRNA, which corresponds to 
~106–107 cells. To analyze single cells, the 
RNA from the single-cell sample has to be 
reverse-transcribed and amplified using 
PCR-based methods20 or T7 amplification 
(in vitro transcription)21. Transcriptome 
sequencing (RNA-seq) provides higher 
sensitivity and additional information not 
easily attainable by microarrays, and has 
also been adapted to single-cell samples 
by whole-transcriptome amplification22.

Currently, both single-cell microarrays 
and single-cell RNA-seq are costly, limited 
to analyzing a small number of cells and 
have uncontrolled amplification bias. We 
expect that these technical limitations will 
be mitigated to some extent in the near 
future, and that sequencing and real-
time PCR will then be used in conjunc-
tion: a small number of cells analyzed by 
sequencing to identify candidate genes, 
with follow-up studies on larger numbers 
of cells with real-time PCR.

single-cell gene expression
Although FACS permits the analysis of more 
than just a few targets per single cell, methods  
for gene expression analysis at a still larg-
er scale are needed to comprehensively 
understand cellular heterogeneity. PCR was 
developed in the 1980s and has been used 
to detect and amplify DNA targets from 
single cells for various applications from 
genetics10 to immunology11. Quantitative 
reverse transcription–PCR (RT-PCR) has 
been used to quantify gene expression in 
single cells12. Using a targeted multiplexed 
preamplification technique, RT-PCR can be 
used to detect tens to hundreds of mRNA13 
or microRNA14 targets from a single cell. 
Furthermore, microfluidic arrays can be 
used to combinatorially mix samples and 
assays, and perform thousands of PCRs in 
a single device15, thus paving the way for 
simultaneous, high-throughput single-cell 
gene expression measurements from hun-
dreds of individual cells and genes.

Using these techniques, it is possible 
to dissect heterogeneous tissues into cell 
subpopulations according to their unique 
gene expression profiles16 (Fig. 1). Indeed, 
identifying different cell populations in 
the presence of noisy gene expression 
often requires that many genes be exam-
ined in many cells. For instance, with our 
collaborator Mike Clarke and his group, 
we have used microfluidic multiplexed 
PCR to map the cellular subpopulations 

genetically identical cells have an extreme-
ly broad range of noisy gene expression 
values. Loosely speaking, the distribution 
is well described phenomenologically by 
a log-normal function, although the pre-
cise mathematical description is probably 
more complicated.

One may reasonably ask, ‘if gene expres-
sion is so noisy in each cell, what is the 
point of it all? I should just analyze bulk 
samples so that the noise gets averaged 
out’. One answer to this question is that it 
is often of interest to know the exact dis-
tribution or variability of gene expression 
values from cell to cell. For example, cells 
may respond to an external stimulus uni-
formly or in a ‘digital’ manner such that 
only a fraction of cells respond and others 
do not9. This information is often lost in 
bulk measurements.

Another answer is that it is often diffi-
cult to obtain pure populations of a given 
cell type. In multicellular organisms, tis-
sues are made up of multiple cell types, 
often including stem cells, progenitors 
in various stages of differentiation and 
mature cells of various types. Any bulk 
measurement will average over all of these 
cell types, but using single-cell analysis, 
in principle, one can deconvolve these 
cell types and discover the identities and 
gene expression profiles of various sub-
populations, including rare ones such as  
stem cells.

Tissue digestion 
and staining

FACS

Single-cell
quantitative PCR
 and data analysis

Laser

Figure 1 | High-throughput single-cell gene expression using microfluidic chips for studying the 
cellular hierarchy of solid tissues and tumors. A typical workflow is shown: a tissue sample is 
disaggregated into a single-cell suspension and stained for the desired surface markers. Single 
cells are sorted into individual wells using flow cytometry. Predetermined gene targets are reverse-
transcribed and amplified using multiplex PCR. Subsequently, the amplified cDNA is multiplexed on 
a microfluidic chip (scale bar, 1 cm) with up to 96 gene-specific primers and probes, and quantified 
by PCR. Statistical analysis of the single-cell gene expression data can be used to identify cellular 
subpopulations comprising the tissue.
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example is our recent work using a micro-
fluidic approach to amplify genomes from 
single human cells. In our experiments, the 
chips were designed with 48 amplification 
chambers, so that the individual chromo-
somes from the cell could be dispersed ran-
domly to different chambers. Independent 
amplification and recovery of the material 
in these chambers has allowed us to use 
this approach to solve a problem that has 
bedeviled human genome sequencing: 
correct analysis of haplotype phase34. This 
approach will also be useful for numerous 
medical applications involving rare cells, 
such as circulating tumor cells in individu-
als with cancer and circulating fetal cells in 
pregnant women. We expect to see many 
innovative applications in this fertile area 
in the future.
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and partially sequenced28. The microflu-
idic approach allows for extensive char-
acterization of the cells to be processed 
and can be used for small clinical samples 
from individuals as well as for environ-
mental samples containing diverse or 
unknown bacterial species. Since then, a 
few other examples of single-cell genomes 
have been published29–32, and in the next 
few years we expect many new interesting 
bacterial genomes to be sequenced using 
single-cell methods (Fig. 2).

Are single-cell genome analyses useful for 
human cells? Up until recently, the two most 
notable examples were karyotyping, intrin-
sically a single-cell measurement, and pre-
implantation genetic diagnosis, a PCR test 
performed during in vitro fertilization to 
check the preimplanted embryo for genetic 
abnormalities that may cause implantation 
failure, miscarriage or disease.

Just as in the case of microbes, however, 
we are beginning to see a new generation 
of approaches to single-cell human genome 
analysis. One such example is the lineage 
mapping approach developed by Ehud 
Shapiro and colleagues, wherein hyper-
variable parts of the genome are mea-
sured in single cells to map the lineages of 
a given tissue, with applications ranging 
from development to cancer33. Another 

single-cell genome sequencing
As single-cell technology matures, direct 
analysis of genomes from single cells is 
becoming possible. This approach has 
been most broadly applied to the micro-
bial universe, where understanding the 
genomic diversity and evolution of bac-
terial ecosystems is essential for applica-
tions ranging from understanding climate 
to the treatment of infectious disease. 
Only a fraction of all microbes has been 
identified, and an even smaller fraction 
has been grown in culture. Therefore, 
there is great interest in developing single-
cell genome sequencing approaches that 
enable culture-independent characteriza-
tion of microbes.

Otteson et al.23 achieved a partial solu-
tion; they used microfluidic digital PCR 
to amplify arbitrary pairs of genes from 
single bacteria. This showed that gene 
function could be mapped to organism 
identity in complex ecosystems with few 
members that could be grown in cul-
ture, using the termite gut as a model. 
This allowed the identification of about 
a dozen new bacterial species that have 
a crucial role in acetogenesis—the pro-
cess by which termites can eat wood and 
survive by metabolizing the acetate pro-
duced by commensal bacteria in their 
guts23. Tadmor et al.24 recently extended 
this work; they used a similar approach to 
map the ecology of viruses infecting the 
bacteria that colonize the termite gut.

It is also of interest to try to obtain an 
entire genome sequence from single cells, 
and most work has used the biochemi-
cal amplification scheme of multiple 
displacement amplification (MDA)25 for 
this purpose. MDA is particularly power-
ful in that it amplifies all DNA in a sample 
without the need for a priori sequence 
knowledge. However, background ampli-
fication of contaminating DNA from the 
sample and the reagents themselves pres-
ents a challenge. Many approaches have 
been used to control this problem, includ-
ing UV-light treatment of reagents26, the 
development of digital MDA27, the prepa-
ration of ultrapure reagents27 and the use 
of nanoliter volumes to perform amplifi-
cation in microfluidic devices28. In two 
early reports, single bacteria from labora-
tory-cultured samples had been sorted by 
FACS and partially sequenced after whole-
genome amplification26, and uncultured 
bacteria from the human mouth were iso-
lated in a microfluidic device, amplified 

Figure 2 | Single-cell genome sequencing using microfluidics. A mixture of cells sampled from a 
complex microbial ecosystem is introduced into the chip. Single cells are selected using an optical 
trap, and are sorted into chambers for cell lysis and genome amplification. Genomes are amplified in 
nanoliter MDA reactions to produce larger quantities of DNA (shown are SYBR Green–stained products 
in microfluidic reaction chambers). Sequencing libraries are created from the amplified genomic DNA 
for sequencing on a high-throughput DNA sequencer. The sequence reads are assembled to recover the 
genome sequence, which is annotated to identify genes and pathways present in the original cell. The 
microfluidics image was reprinted from ref. 35.
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